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HISTORY 
 
BRIEF INTRODUCTION 
 
Rwanda is an African country located in central Africa bordering Uganda, Tanzania, 
Burundi and the DRC. The two ethnic groups in question of this topic were the Tutsis 
(nobles) who were the minority and Hutu (peasants) the majority. Social differences 
between the two groups were profound, Tutsi’s had economic, political, and social 
ascendancy while Hutu’s were seen as just agriculturist. Physical appearance was also 
an indicator of the ethnic group one belonged to. During the colonial era Germany 
and later Belgium occupied regions of Rwanda. From 1894 the German government 
ruled until 1916 pushing forward a policy that increased the influence of the Tutsi’s 
over Rwandan area’s and giving the Tutsi’s monarchy the absolute power. 
 
POST WORLD WAR 1 
 
After Germany’s defeat in World War I the League of Nations allowed Rwanda to be 
under the tutelage of Belgium. Belgium continued to favour the Tutsi’s over the 
Hutu’s causing the tension between the two groups to proliferate. Both the Germans 
and Belgium used an identification system through cards to differentiate between the 
two groups, creating a never-ending spiral of tension that ultimately erupted into 
violence. In 1959, a Hutu revolution was orchestrated causing about 300,000 Tutsi’s 
to abandon Rwanda making them an even smaller minority.  By 1961, the Hutu 
carried out a successful coup under the approval of the Belgian regime to overthrow 
the Tutsi’s monarchy.  
 
INDEPENDENCE 
 
By 1962, Rwanda became a republic and an all Hutu government came into being 
while over 150,000 Tutsi’s lived in neighbouring countries. Following a referendum 
by the UN that same year, Belgium granted Rwanda it’s independence. The following 
years were very difficult for the Tutsi’s as more attacks were incurred, causing more 
to flee. By 1988 sole candidate, president and a powerful Hutu Major General Juvenal 
Habyarimana was reelected. 
 
 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
 
CIVIL WAR 
 
When a devastating civil war broke out in 1990 it exacerbated the already tense 
relations between the Tutsi’s and Hutu’s. The civil war began when a group of exiled 
Tutsi’s formed a group called the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF). The RPF launched 
an attack on October 1st from Uganda and the War continued for 3 years until August 
4th 1993. A ceasefire in 1992 began between the Rwandan government and the RPF. 
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In 1993, Habyarimana signed an agreement in Tanzania to establish a shared 
government between the Hutu’s and the RPF. The agreement angered many Hutu’s 
marking possibly the beginning of the idea for genocide. On, April 6th 1994 as 
Habyarimana was returning from a round of negotiations in Tanzania his plane was 
shot down by a missile near the capital, Kigali. The effect of the attack was both 
instantaneous and catastrophic. The perpetrator of the crime is still unknown s still a 
mystery but allegations placed the RPF responsible for the attack.  
 
BEGINNING OF THE GENOCIDE 
 
The presidential guard initiated a campaign to punish the Tutsi’s and for retribution. 
Within hours Hutu’s were dispatched across the country of begin the genocide. What 
followed were100 days that ensued of merciless, concessive and ill-mannered 
bloodshed. The identification card that the Tutsi’s held made them easy and 
vulnerable to attack. The genocide began with Kigali the capital and then rapidly 
spread to the rest of Rwanda. The Hutu’s used machetes, knives and clubs to conduct 
that ruthless assaults on the Tutsi’s. Many men and children were slaughter while 
others were beat to death. Women were subject to rape and then slaughtered. The 
Tutsi’s were constantly hiding within churches, hospitals and schools. Many children 
and men died and it was estimated that between 250,000 to 500,000 woman were 
raped. The RPF continued fighting and the civil war raged alongside the genocide. By 
mid-July 1994 the RPF managed to take over the country, causing 2 million Hutu’s to 
escape Rwanda. 
 
100 DAYS OF THE GENOCIDE 
 
April 6th1994: President Habyarimana is killed when the his plane is shot down as it 
is close to landing at Kigali Airport. Hutu extremists are believed to behind the attack 
as they were against the Arusha peace accords. 
 
April 7th: The Rwandan armed forces supported by the Interahamwe militia begin to 
slowly and quickly to kill Tutsi’s and moderate Hutus. UN forces fail to intervene as 
they are unwilling to breach their mandate. Approximately,10 Belgian UN 
peacekeepers are killed. 
 
April 8th: The Tutsi Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) launches a major offensive 
 
April 9-10th: French, Belgian and American civilians in Rwanda begin to be rescued 
by their own governments. 
 
April 11th:  An estimated 10,000 citizens have been slaughtered and brutally killed 
according to The International Red Cross (IRC). UN soldiers are stationed at schools 
to protect Tutsi’s but are ordered to withdraw to Kigali airport. 
 
April 14th: Belgian UN peacekeeping forces begin to withdrawn. 
 
April 15th: Thousands of Tutsis gathered at Nyarubuye Church were slaughtered 
while they were trying to seek protection. 
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April 21st: The UN withdraw more troops from Rwanda, they see the situation 
getting out of hand. The IRC estimated the more then 100,000 civilians have died. 
 
April 30th: A resolution in the UN passes condemning the killing however it excludes 
and fails to mention anything about Genocide. Rwandan citizens begin taking refugee 
in neighboring countries such as the DRC. 
 
Mid-May: The IRC estimates that 500,000 Rwandans have been killed. 
 
May 13th: The UN Security council (HSC, date of KICSMUN HSC meeting) decided 
to have an emergency meeting to discuss the issue at hand and find solution to 
resolving it. 
 
May 17th: A new resolution issued by the UN that states “acts of genocide may have 
been committed”. Its also approves of more troops being send to Rwanda under the 
order of protecting citizens. Problem in the negotiations occur between the US and 
other nations as to how much should be spent.  
 
May 22nd: The RPF managed to exert more control in northern and eastern regions of 
Rwanda as they take control over Kigali’s national airport and Kanombe barracks. 
 
June 22nd: The deployment of the UN forces is late as negotiations are still going on 
about it, resulting into arguments. Sensing the magnitude of the situation the UN act 
under an emergency operation called Operation Turquoise. Deploying 2,500 French 
troops to create safe zones in Rwanda. 
 
July 4th: The RPF manages to take complete authority over Kigali and the southern 
town of Butare. Its leaders claimed that they will form a government to stabilize the 
country under the Arusha Accords. 
 
July 13-14th: Many refugees that are fleeing from the RPF storm towards the north-
western areas of Rwanda and into DRC. This influx of people created more of a 
humanitarian crisis since their wasn't any shelter, food supplies or water. 
 
July 18th: The war is finally over as the RPF announce that they have taken over 
Rwanda. They also present their president Pastor Bizimungu. 
 
 
HUTU POWER 
 
During Habyarimana’s time in power there was a clear reduction in violence against 
the Tutsi’s. However many important figures were still hardline anti-Tutsi including 
the Akazu , an illegitimate organization of extreme Hutu’s related to Habyarimana. 
When the RPF invaded Rwanda they used the fear of the citizens to increase their 
anti-Tutsi agenda, which grew on to become known as the Hutu Power. This was an 
ideology that spread hate towards Tutsi’s rapidly. 
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An anti-Tutsi magazine called Kangura became very popular within the country. It 
published anti-Tutsi propaganda like the Hutu Ten Commandments, which were 
essentially guidelines against the Tutsi. This increased the hate towards the Tutsi and 
before Habyarimana could do anything the party grow and even plotted against him 
after the signing of the cease fire agreement. Habyarimana tried his best to remove the 
hardliners from his government, while partially being successful he also failed since 
some hardliners remained in power positions. During the events of the genocide the 
hardliners and movement carried out campaigns to kill many more of the Tutsi. 
 
GENOCIDE PLAN 
 
While it’s still uncertain when the genocide was planned there were many indicators 
towards it happening. In, 1990 the army began to supply machetes to civilians and 
began training young Hutu’s under civil defense to combat the RPF incase of any 
attack. Rwanda started purchasing many weapons from countries such as France, 
Belgium and China. Egypt's foreign minister Boutros-Ghali provided a large-scale of 
weapons and ammunition from Egypt. By 1993 it was believe that the Hutu power 
had already created their list of traitors, many suggested that Habyarimana was on it.  
 
The Hutu’s continued their menacing scheme through the use of radio, in which they 
created a radio station which grew popular very quickly due to it hatred comments 
towards the Tutsi. Radio Télévision Libre des Mille Collines (RTLMC) exercised 
propaganda through songs, jokes and racist comments. The country then began 
abnormally spending on tools which could be handled like a weapon such as a 
machete, saws and scissors claiming that its for agricultural reasons. The hatred 
continued growing when the newly elected Melchior Ndadaye, president of Burundi, 
who was a Hutu was murdered by a Tutsi. This reignited the tension between the two 
groups and the Hutu power movement took this into their advantage. Along with the 
propaganda they spread with their radio stations, the Hutu’s plans were finalized. 
 
DEATH TOLL 
 
During April and May there were high rates of death in Rwanda. Its been estimated 
that in the first 6 weeks of the genocide approx. 800,000 people have been murdered. 
The Hulu’s goal was quite obvious, kill every Tutsi’s standing in their way or living 
in Rwanda including the RPF army. The UNAMIR was forbidden to use force in any 
situation except for self-defense. The Hulu’s found it easy to murder the Tutsi’s. In 
the rural regions they lived side by side so the Hutu’s knew who the Tutsi’s were. 
While in the Urban regions the identification cards were key, the roads were blocked 
of by the military and people had to show their national card. Every Tutsi’s was taken 
away brutally beaten and then killed through usual means of slaughter.  
 
In many regions like western Ruhengeri and Gisenyi the Tutsi’s were nearly wiped 
out while other areas such as Byumba, Kibungo and Kigali had no signs of any 
genocide occurring by April. In many other areas the killing had continued through- 
out May and June while the government tried to use the disorder and cause the angry 
and attention of the population towards the RPF army. 
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Once the RPF had successfully managed to take over they stated that over 1 million 
people had been killed. Many disagree with this statement as the UN saw it more as 
800,000 people while the Human Rights Watch estimated that 500,000 had only died. 
In 100 days an estimated 1 million had died out of a population of 7 million people. 
Approximately 300,000 Tutsi’s survived while many women subjected to rape and 
sexual violence were HIV positive.  
 
EXTENED TIMELINE OF RWANDAN HISTORY 
 
1894: The Germans colonies Rwanda. 
 
1918: After the end of World War 1 German territories or split by the league of 
nations. Belgium takes control over Rwanda. 
 
1933: The Belgians create an identification card that classifies Rwandan’s as either 
Tutsi OR Hutu. 
 
1946: Rwanda becomes a territory under the UN but is governed by Belgium. 
 
December 9th, 1948: The UN condemns genocide and declares it a crime under the 
eye of the international law through Resolution 260. 
 
1959:  A huge rebellion strikes over Rwanda lead by the Hutu against the Tutsis and 
Belgians. Tutsi King Kigeri along with tens of thousands of Tutsi’s was forced into 
exile in Uganda.  
 
January 1961: The Tutsi monarchy is abolished and Rwanda’s proclaimed to be a 
republic. 
 
July 1st, 1962: Rwanda gains its independence and Hutu’s take control as Gregoire 
Kayibanda becomes president. 
 
1973: Juvénal Habyarimana takes control of Rwanda at the end of a bloodless coup. 
 
1978 - Under a new constitution that was ratified by the government, Habyarimana 
becomes an elected president. 
 
1988: The RPF (Rwandan Patriotic Front) is created and about 50,000 Hutu refugees 
flee to Rwanda from Burundi following ethnic violence there. 
 
1990: RPF invade Rwanda and the country breaks down into a civil war. 
 
1991: A new constitution allows for multiple political parties. 
 
1993 May 13th: The UN Security council (HSC, date of KICSMUN HSC meeting) 
decided to have an emergency meeting to discuss the issue at hand and find solution 
to resolving it. 
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July 8, 1993:  A radio-station, RTLM (Radio Télévison des Milles Collines), begins 
broadcasting and spreading hate towards the Tutsi. 
 
August 3th, 1993: The Arusha Accords are agreed upon which open up government 
positions to both Hutu and Tutsi. President Habyarimana signs a power-sharing 
agreement with the Tutsis to end the civil war. 
 
1994-96: Refugee camps in DRC are taken over by Hutu militias responsible for the 
genocide in Rwanda. 
 
April 6th, 1994: Rwandan President Juvénal Habyarimana is killed when his plane is 
shot down by a missile. This is the official beginning of the Rwandan Genocide. 
 
April 7th, 1994: Hutu extremists begin killing their political opponents, including the 
prime minister. 
 
April 9th, 1994: Massacre at Gikondo - hundreds of Tutsis are killed in the Pallottine 
Missionary Catholic Church. This was the first sign of the genocide beginning since 
the killers were clearly targeting only Tutsi. 
 
April 15-16th, 1994: Massacre at the Nyarubuye Roman Catholic Church - thousands 
of Tutsi are killed. Weapons such as grenades and guns were used. Clubs and 
machetes were used later on. 
 
April 18th, 1994: The Kibuye Massacres. An estimate of about 12,000 Tutsis are 
killed at the Gatwaro stadium in Gitesi while they were taking shelter. While another 
50,000 are killed in the hills of Bisesero. Many more people are killed in the town’s, 
hospital’s and churches. 
 
April 28-29th: Many Rwandans begin to flee Rwanda, approximately 250,000 of 
them are Tutsi. 
 
May 23th, 1994: The RPF takes control of the presidential palace. 
 
July 13th, 1994: Approximately 1 million people, mostly Hutu, begin fleeing to 
Democratic Republic of the Congo. 
 
mid-July 1994: The RFF take control over Rwanda marking an end to the Genocide. 
 
 
 
MAIN PARTIES INVOLVED IN THE CONFLICT: 
 
Hutu: 
 
Having been treated unfairly by both the Germans and the Belgian based on their 
physical appearance alone, they decided to take actions into their own hands. Began 
the Genocide after a series of hate comments were spread around Rwandan towards 
the Tutsi’s. They began violently attacking the Tutsi with machetes, clubs and 
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machine guns. Relentlessly killing children and women. However not every Hutu 
ended up joining the genocide but they had to leave. 
 
Tutsi: 
 
Victims of the genocide, the Tutsi found no other choice other then to escape to 
neighbouring countries. They stayed at refugee camps supplied to them by the UN. 
However, at one point many refugees in the DRC were attacked and forced back into 
Uganda. 
 
RPF: 
 
The Rwandan patriotic front founded in 1987 was established by a group of exiled 
Tutsi’s that escaped Rwanda in 1979. The group invaded Rwanda in 1990 to begin the 
Rwandan civil war which would later be followed by the genocide. Many people 
speculate that the RPF was the one responsible of the missile that shot down 
presidents Habyarimana’s plane. 
 
Rwanda: 
 
The country that included all the fighting and the genocide. Rwanda suffered 
extremely from both the civil war and the genocide leaving it without a leader and an 
unstable population. The attack of the RPF left the Rwandan without a government as 
they were taking over territories. Many escaped as the international community tried 
to act but ended up watching from the side line. 
 
Belgium: 
 
Was the colonial power ruling over in Rwanda and had deep political connections 
with the government. Deployed 800 members in October of 1993. Warned of a 
massacre and wanted strengthening of the UNAMIR. After the death of 10 Belgian 
bodyguards wanted to evacuated the remaining Belgian residence their. Belgium was 
in complete support of the Hutu’s and even helped the Rwandan army fight against 
the RPF by supplying weapons. 
 
United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR): 
 
Force Commander General Roméo Dallaire had little to no information on the 
situation. However he had manage to learn about the Hutu power movement and 
possibly a mass execution of the Tutsi’s. He called for more information regarding the 
situation but he was denied. Dallaire learned that many people were in store and asked 
for them to be raided but unfortunately that was turned down. The UNAMIR threaten 
to be terminated by the UN security council as it wasn't making any progress. The 
UNAMIR tried to prevent the war from continuing however that wasn't a possible 
solution as the government leaders nor the leaders of the RPF were willing to co-
operate. Military intervention wasn't an option for the UNAMIR under Chapter VI. 
The UNAMIR 2 was introduced at the end of June and beginning of July to provide 
stability and security to the country. 
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China &France: 
 
Both countries were responsible for supplying the government with military arms. 
French and Chinese troops were in favour of the Hutu’s. The French were completely 
for the Hutu’s. They both fuelled the genocide and also helped them the Hutu’s to flee 
from the country. If the UN’s took more serious measures it could have easily 
prevented France and China from providing weapons to the Hutu’s.  
 
France (Opération Turquoise): 
 
During 1994 the French launched Opération Turquoise to create a safe zone for the 
civilians in danger. Its was a zone created for the refugees and the displaced persons. 
The operation approximately saved around 15,000 lives. However, the mission came 
during the rise of the RPF so many anticipated it to be a move from the French in 
order to save the Hulu’s. The presence of the French held up the advancement of the 
RPF. 
 
OAU (aka African Union): 
 
Created a report on the situation and was extremely worried. Reported what was 
going on within Rwanda and the genocide, sent a Neutral Military Observation 
Group. 
 
USA:  
 
The USA refused to provide requested material aid to Rwanda after events in a 
Somalia the year before. Many resources claimed that the USA was aware that “the 
final solution to eliminate all Tutsi’s was planned”. The failure in Somalia had shaped 
up the policy of the US. In America they believe that they couldn't of have ended the 
violence however they were discussing how to get the American citizens out of their. 
In the end they refused to take action. 
 
PASSED RESOLUTIONS 
 
During the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide 
the General Assembly of the United Nation ratified and approved of “resolution 260 
A (III)” in December, 9th 1948. Under this resolution, Genocide was seen as a crime 
in there of the international law as well as genocides cause a huge of loss for the 
human race and shows a lack of humanity. It was enforced in January the 12th, 1951 
and within the resolution came 19 articles providing solutions and means to deal with 
genocide. To find more detail about this resolution check the website 
“https://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CrimeOfGenocide.aspx” to 
find adequate information. 
 
Before and during the genocide periods the UN was relentlessly trying to provide 
some possible solutions for the issues in Rwanda. Ultimately they managed to provide 
some useful resolutions such as: 
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1. Resolutions 872, adopted on the 5th of October 1993, had successfully passed 

creating the United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR). UNAMIR 
was given a series of tasks that the UN wanted to progress in such as monitor the 
ceasefire, secure Kigali and investigate and report any major incidents.  

  
2. Resolution 918, adopted on the 17th of May 1994, was adopted without any votes 

due to the go going civil war and the genocide. The resolution allowed the 
expanding of the UNAMIR, while imposing an arms embargo on Rwanda  

 
3. Resolution 955, adopted on the 8th of November 1994, passed with 13 votes for, 1 

vote against and 1 abstention establishing Internacional Criminal Tribunal for 
Rwanda (ICTR). The ICTR was created as a means to prosecute the violates made 
as the International Humanitarian Law. The only in the hot rejection came from 
Rwanda. 

 
Article 3, Conflicts Not of An International Character 
 

(1) Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of armed 
forces who have laid down their arms and those placed ' hors de combat ' by 
sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be 
treated humanely, without any adverse distinction founded on race, colour, 
religion or faith, sex, birth or wealth, or any other similar criteria. 
To this end, the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and 
in any place whatsoever with respect to the above-mentioned persons: 
 
(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, 
cruel treatment and torture; 
 
(b) taking of hostages; 
 
(c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading 
treatment; 
 
(d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without 
previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all 
the judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized 
peoples. 
 
(2) The wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for. 
 
An impartial humanitarian body, such as the International Committee of the 
Red Cross, may offer its services to the Parties to the conflict. 

 

SUGGESTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS: 
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1. Calls upon the UNAMIR to take immediate action on the matter in hand 

even as far as using weapons for self-defense purposes so that due to 
ruthless killing of the Rwandan people with methods such as but not limited 
to; 

A. Creating a safe haven for the refuges that manage to flee; 

B. Blocking all Rwanda trade routes so that no more weapons are to be 
imported into the country; 

C. Calling for a crease fire between the RFF and the Rwandan 
Government happens to negotiate terms of peace without 
compromising anymore life’s,  

2. Endorses the creation of an organization named the, International Genocide 
Court (IGC) that will hunt down and trial whose responsible for the mass 
murder of the Rwandan people for action such as but not limited to; 

A. Planning and conducting the genocide; 

B. Those responsible for the shooting of the prime ministers, 
Juvenal Habyarimana, private plane which ultimatley led to the 
genocide,   

3. Demands the deployment of UN force around the Rwanda to ensure that 
fleeing civilians are not being taken advantage of by the RFF or even being 
slaughtered by the committers of the atrocity therefor ensuring that not 
more lives will be lost. 

GUDIED QUESTIONS 

• What are methods can be introduced by the global community to get the remaining 
innocent civilians out of the country? or how to secure open supplies (medical 
equipment, food and water) into the country for the civilians? 
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• How get the political leaders of the Hutu, Tutsi and the RPF to meet up in order to 
resolve the issue in Rwanda and call for a cease fire and an end to the Genocide that 
is occurring? 

• What should happen to the responsible personals for the Genocide? as well as 
how to stop the advancement of the RPF? 

• How many new troops should be send towards Rwanda to resolve this? should 
their be a special force for these kind of events ready to take actions? 

• Should new organizations be created to avoid these kinds of situation in other 
countries? 

• Which side is your country’s position on, Hutu’s and the Government or the 
Tutsi’s and the RPF? 
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